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Werks Concourse field (top) and trophy (photos by Janis Croft) and Werks corral field (bottom photo by Jack Stenner).
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Welcome New Members
Alan Winer, Membership Chair

Ron McCall has renewed his membership
and resides in New Smyrna Beach.

FOG Officers & Contacts

Rex Harrison resides in Panama City, FL
and owns a 1960 B S90 Roadster. Contact
info withheld.

Alan Winer, Trustee (2017)
President and Membership Chair
alanwiner@356FOG.com
8311 C.R. 208
Saint Augustine, FL 32092

Shane Humble joins from West Palm
Beach. He has loved 356’s since he was 11
and is looking to learn more and purchase
one in the near future. He can be contacted
at 561-687-9786(h) or 561-302-3760(c).

Sharon Cobb, Trustee (2017)
Vice-President and
Event Co-Chair
sacobb75@gmail.com

Robert Malke lives in Largo, FL and is
the owner of a 59 Sunroof Coupe. He has
owned the car since the 80’s and considers it
a “work in progress.”

Mike Davis, Trustee (2018)
Treasurer
madavis356@gmail.com

Submit contact changes to Membership Chair, alanwiner@356FOG.com

Ron Plashkes spends his winters in
Longboat Key, Fl and is originally from
Stouffville, Canada. He is the owner of a
1963 B Cab. His contact is 416-735-2570.
Art Woodworth, Jr. joins from Date City
FL and is the owner of a 1958 Intermeccanica Speedster replica. He is a long time
vintage racer/builder/restorer. His contact is
813-335-1518.

Terry Cohen, Trustee (2018)
Event Co-Chair
terrycohen@comcast.net
Paul Raben, Trustee (2018)
Email Coordinator and
Facebook Administrator
praben356@gmail.com

Performance Service & Support

John Reker
Secretary & Insurance Chair
jreker@cfl.rr.com
Janis Croft
Webmaster/FOGlight Editor
jlcfog@gmail.com
Website:
www.356FOG.com
Facebook:

At Troysport, we share your passion for Porsche.
Our 40 years of experience allows us to offer the
following services for the complete line of Porsche vehicles.

Porsche 356 - Florida Owners Group

Past Presidents of FOG
Frank Hood: 2011 - 2013
Mike Davis: 2010 – 2011
John Reker: 2007 – 2010
Kirk Stowers: 2003 – 2007
Rich Williams: 1993 - 2003
The FOGLight is the official
publication of the Porsche 356
Florida Owners Group (FOG). It
is published in even-numbered
months. Send articles, photos
and suggestions to: Janis Croft,
Webmaster / FOGlight Editor at
jlcfog@gmail.com

Engine:

maintenance, updates and repairs;
rebuilds to factory or race specs

Transaxle service:

street; performance; custom gearing

Restoration:

interior, exterior, structural, top installation

In addition we offer:

DE and race prep as well as full race car
builds and driver coaching

3838 Commerce Loop, Orlando, Fl., 32803
For consultation or an appointment call Sid at:

407-297-7733 www.troysport.com
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Presidentʼs Perspective

Age of Dinosaurs
by Alan Winer

specialized model specific tools are required to make certain
repairs. The carburetor limb of the evolution tree had
reached its maximum growth. The synchrometer and the
unisynch now take their places in antique shops alongside
other objects that remind us of our age.

A great meteorite streamed
toward earth, its fiery tail lit
up the sky. Its sole intent was
to wipe out the carburetor
mechanics and it sent the carburetor car proponents running
for cover. The ultimate universal cosmic scheme was to allow
for the evolution of the new
species of fuel delivery: fuel
injection. Not unlike the great
meteorite of 66 million years
ago which opened the CenozoPhoto: State Farm via Wikimedia Commons
ic Era period, eliminated the dinosaurs and made way for
more efficient intelligent species, this meteorite’s purpose
was to advance the evolution of the internal combustion
engine. The carburetor, that incredible device based on the
Bernoulli principal and the work of Giovanni Battista Venturi that has caused us immeasurable difficulties and pleasure
was being placed on the endangered species list.

Be it technological advancement or the outreaching hand of
the EPA, the demise of the carburetor had begun. It seems no
one wrote their congressman and representatives to request
that the carburetor be placed on the endangered species list.
For those that did not work on cars the issue was irrelevant;
for those that did, the change was slow and gradual. Not
all outdated technology is preserved. I know of no one still
using rotary phones or double blade razors or typewriters.
But the carburetor enthusiasts held their ground. Down
narrow alleys and in small enthusiasts’ shops, the stories and
information is past down to a small following. Sharing their
experiences and knowledge as did storytellers of the past.
Instead of around fires wearing deerskin, we gather around
car lifts in forever soiled jeans and T-shirts. A sort of Jurassic Park—where old carburetor guys and old cars survive in
a hidden dimension.

While I have advanced beyond flip phones, I have never
owned a fuel injected car that I worked on or spent any time
fussing over fuel injected engines. And while I’m not an
expert on carburetors, I have spent numerous and exasperating hours—make that weeks—trying to set up a pair of side
draft Solex DCOEs. I have learned to appreciate the simplicity of SU Carbs and come to master (well, semi-master) the
Zeniths on our 356s. And yes, fuel injection has been around
since the 1950s and the 1990 Subaru was the last car sold in
the US to have a carburetor—“Bye bye Miss American Pie.”

A good friend stopped by my shop a while back and he stated
that it is guys like us that pass on this old car information and
it occurred to me that I had never thought of myself in this
role. So I will keep fixing and talking about these old relics.
Often in error, never in doubt.

Farewell to the float, the float valve and the float bowl,
farewell to the main circuit, the idle circuit, the accelerator
pump, the power enrichment circuit and the choke. Welcome
the mass airflow sensor, the oxygen sensor, the throttle
position sensor, the coolant temperature sensor, the voltage
sensor, the manifold absolute pressure sensor and the engine
speed sensor. It all seems well above my understanding—
a similar feeling to when I try to understand the in-depth
workings of my iPhone. It’s just not a language I speak.

Email To: The officers & all members of the FOG356 group
From: Gary Resnick

And the fuel injector species evolved to incorporate a
powerful computer that manages many different systems of
a car. Yes, the evolution of a “brain” to control the engine
systems. No longer a need to change points, condensers and
rotors. Intuition is replaced by computerized diagnosis. No
longer a need for years of experience and in many instances

I am also a member of the Sun Coast Porsche club which
does just that!! Spread it’s functions all over the statehere and there-not just in one basic area. I do not mean to
hurt anyone’s feelings-BUT-it is what it is!! I started and
formed the club TYP356NE in Mass. with only 7 people
and now there is over 200 members today-they do functions
(continued on page 8)

I have been a member for several years now and have written
to the President & officers before. I realize that this is a long
state with some 180 plus members all over this state BUT it
would be nice if some things the club does would be spread
throughout so we all would not have to drive some hours to
get to a function the officers do mainly in the Orlando areas.
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Take your 356 to Europe
by Jim Spears

We have owned our 356A Coupe since 1975 when we were
the high bidders at the City of St. Petersburg’s auction of
impounded vehicles. I used it as daily transportation until
1986 and then ignored it until about ten years ago when a
friend and I decided to try to put the car back on the road.
The Chili Pepper was made reliably drivable in 2014.

There are several ways to ship your car to Europe (and about
anywhere else).
• If cost is no object you fly the car after hiring someone
to handle the paperwork.

Ruth and I almost always included our children when travelling abroad. This meant that our primary mode of transportation was usually a rental car, often small and always with
a manual transmission. I still remember the day during our
first trip in 1978, driving about 85 in the center lane on a
six-lane Autobahn outside of Frankfurt, being passed by a
911 moving at what must have been 140+ mph in the left
lane. At that instant I knew that someday we would have to
take our 356 to Europe and drive it on roads it was intended to be driven on. It was only after reading an article in
the Porsche 356 Registry publication about the International 356 gathering in Strasbourg, France that I put my mind
to figuring out how to take the car to Europe, economically. We have found that to avoid import duties, one must be
able to document that you are travelling as a tourist and do
not intend to sell the car during your trip. I did it with a very
nice but stearn German customs officer by producing a ferry
ticket for us and the car to Norway leaving from a German
port the next day. I could have shown him documents for the
Porsche event in Denmark or maybe prepaid hotel arrangements in another country. Passage home documents would
also have worked. However we had not yet made those
arrangements. Having our original title from our purchase of
the 356 in 1975 in hand was also convincing and required.

• If you have less time, less money, and are willing to
risk shipping your car in the same manner that all new
imports are shipped you use a RoRo (roll on-roll off)
service. Our experience has only been with this mode
of transportation.

• If you have more time and more patience and less
money, you hire a broker and put the car in a container.

We in the Southeast are fortunate to have the Port of
Jacksonville as a major port for imported automobiles.
One of the RoRo carriers at this port is Hoegh Autoliners,
Inc., a Norwegian firm in this business since 1927. A route
they run from Jax goes to Baltimore and onto Le Havre,
France, Belgium, The Netherlands, Bremerhaven, Germany, England, the Caribbean, Mexico and back to Jax. From
Jax to Europe takes about three weeks. They usually schedule two departures per month. Marine insurance is available
from Hagerty though they are not able to provide coverage
for more than two weeks in Europe and that’s only to accommodate customers attending an event like the 356 International meets.
We have shipped Chili Pepper to France in 2014 and to
Germany in 2016, returning to Jax from Barcelona (we broke
down) in 2014 and from France in 2016. The process was
the same in both instances. It is akin to obtaining a building
permit—not always accomplished in one shot. Hoegh uses
an agent at each end who is familiar with local requirements.
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about an hour. Be sure
to obtain an original bill
of lading which you
will need at the destination port of discharge
when you claim your
car. Try to deliver your
car with very little fuel.
The car will be stored outdoors in a secure location at the
destination free of charge for about ten days.

Take your 356 to Europe
(continued from page 4)
The agent in Jax is Norton Lilly International. About three
months before you plan to ship the car:
• Get a Planning Map of Europe from AAA and pick out
the ports and distances you plan to cover
• Visit the web site for Hoegh.com and find a schedule
from Jax to Europe.
• Request a rate for your shipment at RateRequest.US@
Hoegh.com. In Jan 2016 we were quoted $653.00 one
way. You’ll need the dimensions and weight of your car
and destination.

• Last step is to fly over, pick up a rent car for a few days
while finding the port, and paying a few nominal fees in
local currency. Hop into your 356, gas it up and turn in
the rent car. Try to rent from a company that charges no
drop charge. (eg. Autoeurope.com; Sixt)

• To book the trip go to Bookings.US@Hoegh.com One
of the documents you will create is a Dock Receipt
which contains your information, the VIN, the vessel/
voyage number, the port of discharge, the date you must
have your car in their hands, the estimated date of vessel
departure, the estimated date of arrival, and the name
of who is to receive the car. That person is me, including my email address, the number of the phone I use
in Europe, and the name & address of a local person
who lives in France and is a Registry Member. You must
include a US Customs tracking number called an AES
ITN (contact Chuck@simplifiedtradesolutions.com for
this number, tell him you’re shipping Jax to wherever
and he’ll provide the number for the form)

We prefer to take delivery in France, simply because they
consider tourists a special case. Tourists are defined as
“anyone who does not stay in the EU for more than 185 days
in a calendar year and who does not enter the EU with a view
to immigrating or finding a paid job, even on a short-term
basis.” As a tourist one may import and drive most anything
one would drive here with US or Canadian license plates,
with their own driver license and obtain insurance valid in
the EU. These vehicles do not have to meet French safety
and environmental standards. Drivers must be 18 years of
age, drivers may not permit the use by French residents, and
the car may not be sold or rented while in the EU. Admission is for six months at which time the car must be exported. Repairs are subject to local VAT. This comes from the
French web site and I feel confident that the same applies to
the EU in general though it was a real sales job to retrieve
our car in Germany.

• Take the completed Dock Receipt – with the AES ITN
number – with your check, along with your Original
title, two copies of the Dock Receipt, two copies of the
title (front and back), a couple of copies of your FL or
other state registration & local insurance to Norton Lilly,
9550 Regency Square Boulevard – Suite 600, Jacksonville, FL 32225 (we also have our passports handy)
With everything in hand the person who helped me
finish the process was Susan Hite (904-720-1361) or
shite@nortonlilly.com It is best to do all of this beforehand, or at least several days before the cutoff for the
ship. They will return the original title at that time but I
always keep it handy.

Insurance proved unobtainable in France. In Germany it
is easily purchased for about 100 euros per month in three
month increments from ADAC, the German Auto Club. We
bought it last year the day before we picked up the car in
Bremerhaven. It is only Green Card liability good anywhere
in the EU. We have not been able to find theft or collision
coverage. On our first trip we found nothing but took the
risk since we were there for the event. I have since found a
motorcycle touring firm in Italy who will sell Green Card
insurance underwritten by UCI connected to ACI, the Italian
Automobile Club. This may be purchased beforehand for the
full six months according to http://greencard.motortouring.
com/. The way I read it, their insurance is good anywhere I
want to go and several places I don’t want to go.

• With executed paperwork in hand, drive your car to Port
Storage & Delivery, 3701 Faye Road, Jacksonville, FL
32226 (904-757-5055 for appointment and confirm their
$50 fee) and they will escort you through Homeland
Security at the Port. If you have a TWIC from Homeland
Security then you may save the fifty bucks. They will
drive you to Hoegh Service Center, 5263 Intermodal
Ave., Jacksonville, FL 32226 Hoegh will receive your
car, and take you to an outdoor area where you’ll find
other vintage cars, motorhomes, personal watercraft,
Saudi Fire Trucks, and other things that will be going
out on the next ship. This part of the process only takes

I hope this is helpful. Next issue I’ll describe our journey in
Europe. Send me an email with any questions at jbs@acservice.com — Jim Spears
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Werks Reunion
Amelia Island
Report from Janis Croft
On Friday March 10, 2017, Werks Reunion was held for the
first time on the East Coast at the golf course of the Omni
Hotel. Over 670 Porsche vehicles participated with 160
of them in judged classes. The 356 podium finishers were
well represented by FOG with Steve Hoffman’s 1964 356C
Coupe winning first place and Alan Winer’s 1959 A Coupe
taking third in the Closed category. Buster Venable took
third place in the Open category with his 1961 S90 Roadster.
Marc Woonter took first place with his 1962 356B in the
Outlaw category.

1961 S90 Silver Roadster. Owner Buster Venable (Cocoa
Beach, FL)

1965 356 SC Bali Blue. Owners Robin Rutherford &
Leonard Whitlock (Decatur, GA.)

“One of One’ only orange 356 Cabriolet produced in 1965.
Owners Tim Lingerfelt & Chris Carlson (Mooresville, NC)

Alan Winer watches the judging process on his 1959 356 A Coupe.

Top: Steve Hoffman and Buster Venable
pose with their trophies.
Left: Steve Hoffman driving his 1964
356C Coupe to accept 1st trophy.
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Amelia Weekend —
March 9-11 2017
Report from Alex Dearborn
For Porsche fans there were more events at Amelia Island
this March than ever. PCA organized Werks Reunion, a
mammoth event on the golf course at the Omni. I’m guessing that there were about 8 acres of Porsches…. maybe 3
fairways worth…. it seemed like a thousand cars. Some
interesting outlaws, rare 4-cams and other fun sights dotted
the landscape. Vendor tents lined the edges of the field.
Five auction companies offered, and sold, Porsches of all
ages. Notable to 356 fans was the Hollywood Wheels
Porsche-only sale at the Omni on Friday. Their top three
Porsche sales from the auction were as follows:

1955 550 Spyder. Don and Carol Murphy, Laguna Beach.
Ex-Jean Behra, Jim Perrin.

1953 356 1500 Coupe — $302,400
1989 911 Carrera Speedster — $164,700
1961 356B Cabriolet — $143,100
On Thursday, citing an ominous rain storm, organizer Bill
Warner changed the Amelia Island Concours… his 22nd…
from Sunday to Saturday. This caused the popular “Cars &
Coffee” display to be moved to a different locale. Not everyone (including me) got to see the Porsche part of this traditional show.
The concours itself didn’t disappoint. Clustered near the
Porsche of America hospitality pavillion were early and late
racing cars tracing Porsche competition history from 90 hp
to over 1,000. Here are some photos from my visit.

Lake Underwood, Jr. , Summit, NJ, with his father’s EP 1957
Speedster. (I raced with Lake Sr. in the 1963 season.) The car
was re-purchased by the family and recently restored. Photo
taken at the Werks Reunion.

1961 RS-61L. Collier Collection, Naples, FL. Delivered to
Bob Holbert for SCCA E Sports-Racing, this example was
4” longer than usual, anticipating the new flat eight race
motor. Holbert stuck with the 2-L four-cam for the season.

1959 RSK #718-028. Rick Grant, Dayton. Ran sportscar
races and Formula 2. Convertable from two seats to one
center seat, and carried 1600cc or 2-liter engines.
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Driving Update

John O’Steen
Pete Bartelli
Steve Clarke
Steve Bamdas
Dennis Brunotte
Jerry Holderness
Jamie Cielewich
Volker Schneemann

by Dennis Brunotte

Our “First Quarter” interim driving reports are quite favorable this year as we attempt our third straight year of accumulating over 100,000 miles as a group. During 2015 we drove
over 109,000 miles. In 2016 we drove nearly 112,000 miles.
Two more years of similar performance will push us past the
million mile mark since John Reker created the driving fun
over 10 years ago.

Here’s how far our drivers have gone to this point.
Neptune Beach
Winter Park
Sebring
Charlotte, NC
Fort Lauderdale
Jupiter
St. Augustine
Vero Beach
Madeira Beach
Estero
Jacksonville
Southwest Ranches
Winter Park

729
502
383
311
306
230
220
123

RULES FOR FOG DRIVING CONTEST
The spirit of the contest is to encourage driving original
356’s, with the attendant joys and risks of driving a 40+ year
old car.
1. Vehicle–The vehicle/body must be a 356 manufactured by Porsche with a chassis number listed as being
manufactured 1948 through 1965. The engine can be any
Porsche or non-Porsche engine.
2. Driving rules for owners of one 356. All miles count
that are driven by the owner or his/her immediate
family (spouse, children). Miles driven by others are not
counted.
3. Driving rules for owners of more than one 356. All miles
count that are driven by the member or his/her immediate family regardless of which 356 he/she is driving. The
reported miles are the sum of the miles driven by the
multiple vehicles. “Double” miles do not count where
more than one vehicle is driven on the same trip by different family members. In that case only the miles driven on
one of the vehicles can be counted and the miles put on
the other vehicle must by subtracted from the miles on
that vehicle. Miles driven on any vehicle by other than
family members do not count.
4. All reporting is on the honor system.

Although some of us struggle to spin the odometer as much
as we’d hope, each year I’m approached at The Gathering
asking, “Please continue the contest – it’s great fun. Even
though I don’t drive too far, I’ll try to get you some miles to
add to the total.” That’s the spirit. We need your miles, no
matter how few. Write me at: dkbrunotte@gmail.com.

Mark Pribanic
Jim Bruton
Jack Kasmer
Curt Dansby
Paul Raben
Allen Peerson
Alan Winer
Dan Bird
Jim Spears
John Boles
Bill Cooper
Jerry Remillard
John Reker

Vero Beach
Venice
Pembroke Pines
Lighthouse Point
Naples
St. Petersburg
Orlando
Winter Park

7019
3017
2025
1263
1100
1019
1015
986
936
906
831
812
752

Email to Trustees
(continued from page 3)
all over the large state. I do hope you realize this and not
loose members do to your mistakes. I do realize that I’m not
the only member who feels the way I do!! I remain a true
356er-gary resnick (garyr356@aol.com)
President’s Response:
First a few basic facts:
1.		Florida is 500 miles long and 160 miles at it’s widest
part. Massachusetts is 190 miles long and 50 miles wide.
2. We have approximately 225 members of which 10
members do all the work of the club and out of the 10
about four do about 80% of the work required to keep the
club functioning.
3. I have been the membership chairman for more than three
years and of all the many new member applications that I
have received, only one person has volunteered to help.
4. I do not believe that the Florida PCA regions do state
wide events.

It is extremely difficult to expect a trustee to set up and
organize an event that is four to six hours away. Because of
the size of our state and the spread of members over such a
large area we have established five different regions, each
with a coordinator so members can gather on a monthly
basis. It is through these regional coordinators that events in
addition to our monthly meetings should be organized.
This is a volunteer club—not a service organization. If
members would like more events in their regions they can
suggest to their regional coordinators, places or other events
to attend as a group and can even assist in the process of
organizing. Events have been organized between two regions
with many members participating. I have stated all this
before in FOGLight and at a GOF business meeting. When
members get involved, great things happen—as evidenced
by this year’s GOF at Crystal River.
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Local Events and Tours
One of the major benefits of owning a 356 is the opportunity to meet and socialize with a truly marvelous group of people–
our fellow 356 owners. Since the long distances in Florida make it difficult for many members to attend statewide events,
we have developed a system of local breakfasts and/or driving tours to keep our members in touch with each other.
Central Florida (Orlando area): Breakfast first Saturday of every month. Lunch tours occasionally, but not on a fixed schedule. To receive notice/reminders of both the breakfasts and the lunch tours send an email to John Reker at JReker@cfl.rr.com or
call at (407) 629-0248.
Northeast Florida (Jacksonville area): Get together first Saturday of every month. Location varies. Contact Jim Voss at
vossjax@bellsouth.net or at (904) 529-1398.
Northwest Florida: Looking for a volunteer to organize local events. Please contact Pete Bartelli at peterbartelli@hotmail.com
Southeast Florida: First Saturday of each month at 9:00 am at Cucina dell’ Arte, 257 Royal Poinciana Way, Palm Beach, FL.
Phone: (561) 655-0770. Indoor and Outdoor seating options. Free parking in front of restaurant. RSVP if attending to Randy
Gananathan at rdganathan@gmail.com.
Southwest Florida (Sarasota area): Last Saturday of each month at 9:00 am at First Watch Restaurant at the Publix Plaza located on University Parkway, just east of 1-75 (exit 213). This draws FOGgies from Naples to Tampa. Contact Fernando Lopez at
(727) 417-1120 or mk2lopez@yahoo.com

Use the MESSAGE BOARD
An alternative way to post Sale and WTB items and for
asking technical advice. To prevent spammers, there will be
one universal password for easy access. To post or reply, you
need to personally register following the site instructions.
Save personal password to use for removing your ads and to
make future postings.
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FOGlight Editor
8311 C.R. 208
St. Augustine, FL 32092

1955 550 Spyder. Don and Carol Murphy, Laguna Beach. Ex-Jean Behra, Jim Perrin. (Photo by Alex Dearborn)
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